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Outsunny Gazebo Garden Outdoor Canopy Double Tier Roof with Removable Mesh Curtains
Display Shelves Top Hooks-Coffee

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-184CF

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£479.99

£319.99 / exc vat
£383.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

DOUBLE-TIER ROOF: Two-tiered roof with mesh netting
allows proper airflow inside to keep you cool. The garden
gazebo is made of polyester with PA coating to protect
from direct sunlight. The hooks on the ceiling and
eaves'corners can be used for hanging lamps or fans
STURDY AND STABLE: The metal railing throughout the
frame of the permanent gazebo lends extra support to an
already well-designed structure. Plus 8 ground stakes are
included for extra stability
PRACTICAL DESIGN: With 4 removable zippered mesh
netting sidewalls protect from mosquitos and ensure good
ventilation inside. With a triangular shelf at each corner for
added stability this metal gazebo provides a bit of storage
and display space for plants
WIDE USAGE: This metal frame gazebo provides lots of
space for you to enjoy your leisure time with your family or
friends. Ideal for backyard lawn poolside and more
outdoor occasions
DIMENSIONS: Overall Dimension: 3L x 3W x 2.7H m
Eave Height: 1.93m
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